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TWO COMPLETE BOOKS!Book 7, Holiday Hero: This could be the best Spring Break ever -- or the

worst. Tess can&apos;t wait for the Spring Vacation of her dreams: a trip with her family to San

Diego and a hotel on the beach! But her brother suffers a serious accident, and it looks like her

plans are ruined. Now, she&apos;ll have to sit at home, bored, just like her Secret Sister, Erin.

Unless, of course, the two of them can figure out a way to save the week.Determined to rescue

Spring Break, Tess and Erin hit on the answer: They&apos;ll vacation together! But, as always, the

solution they find gets the Secret Sisters into more trouble and adventure than they bargained

for!Book 8, Backdoor Bridesmaid: Tess and Erin&apos;s teacher planned the perfect wedding - but

now something&apos;s gone very wrong. Can the Secret Sisters save the day? Ms. Martinez, Tess

and Erin&apos;s sixth-grade teacher, has planned a storybook wedding, and the whole class is

invited! Some of the kids even offer to pitch in and help. But when Tess and Erin discover their

beloved teacher crying after school - and learn the reason why - they make up their minds to do

even more. At first, Tess&apos;s idea seems like a good one...even when it involves "stretching" the

truth a bit. But soon it becomes clear to the girls that there&apos;s no such thing as a "helpful" white

lie. Can the Secret Sisters save the wedding - and maybe the honeymoon - after all? Or will the lie

ruin everything?Each volume includes: fun, friends, family, gentle Christian faith, and a fast-paced

read.
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This book is about Tess and Erin. Also Ms.Martinez! Erin and Tess try to find out why Ms.Martinez

is sad and Ms.Martinez tells them about the wedding and how she won't get a honeymoon or

flowers for the wedding. Then Ms.Martinez asks Erin to be her bridesmaid. Tess gets a little mad so

she tries to get flowers for the wedding.. but they were $250! Erin and Tess get everyone's help to

give money for the flowers. Since Ms.Martinez couldn't go on a honeymoon Tess gave her a check

with a card at the wedding. I love this story and so will you!! I hope you enjoy this book! :-)

I really like this book series because you learn about the life of a 12 year old girl and I can really

relate to the problems that she goes through and the struggles she faces. I absolutely recommend

buying this entire book series because it is fun, interesting, easy to relate yourself to. I love it

I very much have enjoyed all of the Secret Sisters books, including this one. The truth is, I have

enjoyed ALL of the books I have read by this author. I'm going a spurge reading them all. The only

bad thing is that I fear I shall soon run out of them.Write some more, Sandra, soon.

Great book about two best friends that save a teacher's wedding. I like that there are two best

friends that have great things happening to them. I don't dislike anything pretty much. I would

recommend this book to two best friends that have great things happening to them.

This is a great book for children, it tells boys and girls to honor God by obeying their parents, and

also been honest. The Secret Sisters #4 has great examples to the consequences of disobeying

and lying.

I liked this book because it was about a young student willing to get money for her teacher to have

flowers for her wedding and money for her honeymoon



These secret sisters books are really nice in my heart. They light up the way for others. I would

recommend this book to anyone who has brothers or is an only child and wants a sister. You can

even be a secret brother

I would recommend the series to read. I have read two of the books in the series and they were

good. They have stories you learn from.
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